CIVILITY MATTERS THROUGHOUT THE HOSTOS COMMUNITY

From my perspective, “civility” means always having respect and loyalty for each student in terms of awareness of social reverence. Through civility, it describes the focus on accepting different perspectives through a therapeutic performance. For additional support throughout the Hostos Community, we can promote generosity and kindness by being civil listeners utilizing our leadership skills. For the most part, we need to recognize an appropriate voice with constructive criticism and professional judgment. Collaboratively, work with other classmates to apply polite standards and civilized responsibilities.

In my opinion, showing a lack of concern for others throughout the community constitutes “uncivil” behavior. Some members of our community often display disregardful behavior without realizing their careless comments and offensive words or actions towards others. As its most significant benefit, civility brings growth, commitment, and diversity for everyone throughout the facility at Hostos Community College. A respectful intention looks like individuals communicating in an online learning course where they are in their homes and appreciate and value their environment, thoughts, and opinions; especially when we don’t see eye to eye with someone in the college community as a social relationship.
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